We extend the Polytope Algebra of McMullen ([McM89] , [McM93a] , [McM93b] ) to the so called Convex-Set Algebra. We show that the Convex-Set Algebra embedds in the inverse limit of the Chow cohomology rings of all smooth, toric compactifications of a given torus. Hence, the Convex-Set Algebra can be viewed as a universal ring for intersection theory of sufficiently positive toric b-cocycles in the Toric Riemann-Zariski Space. Moreover, we give some Hodge-type inequalities for sufficiently positive toric b-divisors and, as an application, we show that the Convex-Set Algebra satisfies some Hodge-Riemann relations and a Hard-Lefschetz theorem. Finally, using the so called volume power series, we give another description of the Convex-Set Algebra as a quotient of the ring of power series in infinitely many variables.
Introduction
Assume we have resolution of singularities. Given a smooth, projective variety X over an algebraically closed field k, consider the set R(X) of all pairs {(X π , π)}, where
It is shown that, in the nef case, toric b-divisors correspond to rational convex sets and thus the product exists and is given by the mixed volume of the corresponding convex sets.
The aim of this article is to set up a framework to be able to consider intersection products of arbitrary sifficiently positive toric b-cocycles. To this end, we extend the Polytope Algebra of McMullen ( [McM89] , [McM93a] , [McM93b] ) to the so called Convex-Set Algebra C (Definition 2.5). Motivated by the result in [FS97, Theorem 4 .2], which states that the Polytope Algebra is isomorphic (as graded algebras) to the direct limit of the Chow cohomology rings of all toric compactifications of a given torus, we show the following theorem, which is Corollary 4.13 in the text. 
with image generated by the classes of all nef toric b-divisors on n-dimensional smooth and complete toric varieties. Under this injection, a nef toric b-divisor D D D is identified with the logarithm log ([K D D D ]) (see (2.2)), where K D D D denotes its corresponding rational convex set.
Hence, endowing ι(C) with the multiplication operation induced by C, the ConvexSet Algebra can be viewed as a universal ring for intersection theory of sufficiently positive toric b-cocycles on the Toric Riemann-Zariski Space .
Note that one cannot hope for a ring structure on the whole of A * X tor since, in particular, there are examples of non-integrable b-divisors (see [Bot18b, Example 4 .10]). Theorem 0.1 would be optimal if one knew that any integrable toric b-divisor could be written as a difference of nef toric b-divisors. This is however still an open problem.
In Section 5, we show some Hodge type inequalities for nef toric b-divisors and as an application, we show that C satisfies some Hodge-Riemann bilinear relations (Proposition 5.6) and a Hard-Lefschetz theorem (Corollary 5.7). Moreover, using the so called volume power series, we give another description of the Convex-Set Algebra as a quotient of the ring of power series in infinitely many variables (Theorem 5.8).
Finally, let us mention that the initial motivation for this work is the following arithmetic application, which we will pursue in a forthcoming article. Arakelov intersection theory studies varieties over rings of integers of number fields by putting smooth (even log-singular) metrics on holomorphic vector bundles over the complex points of the variety. However, it turns out that in cases of high arithmetic interested (mixed Shimura varieties of non-compact type), we encounter automorphic line bundles which are naturally endowed with an invariant metric which is very singular (worse than log singular). Hence, we cannot apply the tools developed so far.
In [Bot18b] and [BKK16] the following conceptual approach is given. To a singular (semi-positive) metric on a given line bundle on can associate a nef b-divisor. Morally speaking, this is a "corrected version" of the line bundle which takes into account the singularities of the metric. Hence, in order to develope an intersection theory of line bundles with singular metrics, we have to develope and intersection theory of b-divisors and b-cocycles. This article can be seen as part of this overall program.
Definitions and notations
Let k be an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic. Let T ≃ G n m be an n-dimensional algebraic torus over k. We denote by M the n-dimensional character lattice of T and by N = M ∨ its dual lattice. For any ring R we denote by M R , N R the tensor product M ⊗ Z R, resp. N ⊗ Z R. Definition 1.1. We define the set W by W := Σ Σ is a smooth, complete, rational (generalized) fan in N R , where generalized means in the sense of [CLS10, Section 6.2], i.e. the cones are not longer required to be strictly convex. A generalized fan that is an ordinary fan is called non-degenerate; otherwise it is degenerate. We endow W with the partial order given by Σ
Since for every pair Σ ′ , Σ ′′ ∈ W we can always find a smooth, rational refinement Σ ′′′ Σ ′ , Σ ′′′ Σ ′′ , the set W carries a structure of a directed set. We set
with its induced directed set structure.
For any fan Σ ∈ W we denote by X Σ the corresponding complete smooth toric variety. Note that since we are taking generalized fans, the resulting toric varieties are not necessarily full-dimensional. Given two cones σ, τ in N R , we write τ ≺ σ if τ is a face of σ. Similarly, given two polytopes P, P ′ in M R , we write P ≺ P ′ if P is a face of P ′ .
For an algebraic variety X over k we let A * (X) = ⊕ ℓ A ℓ (X) denote its Chow homology group and A * (X) = ℓ A ℓ (X) its Chow cohomology group (we always assume rational coefficients). It is a known fact that the Chow cohomology group carries a natural graded algebra structure.
The Convex-Set Algebra
Recall that a subset K ⊆ M R is convex if for each pair of points m 1 , m 1 ∈ K, the line segment [m 1 , m 2 ] = tm 1 + (1 − t)m 2 0 t 1 is contained in K. Examples of convex sets are cones and polyhedra. (See [Roc72] for a detailed introduction to convex geometry). Note that the empty set ∅ is assumed to be a convex set.
Definition 2.1. The support function of a convex set K ⊆ M R is the function
given by the assignment
Support functions of convex sets are concave, upper semi-continuous and conical, i.e. they satisfy h K (λv) = λh K (v) for any non-negative real number λ.
Conversely, given a concave, upper semi-continuous and conical function f : N R → R, one defines the stability set K f ⊆ M R by
This is a closed, convex set.
We have
hence these operations give a bijection between closed convex sets in M R and concave, semi-continuous and conical functions on N R .
Note that if K = P is a polytope, then being rational means that its vertices have rational coordinates.
We define the following two sets.
Definition 2.3. Let K := K ⊆ M R K compact, rational convex set and P := P ⊆ M R P rational polytope with normal fan Σ P ∈ W .
Clearly, we have the inclusion P ⊆ K. On P we put the partial order induced by W, i.e. P ′′ P ′ iff Σ P ′′ is a refinement of Σ P ′ .
This gives P the structure of a directed set.
Remark 2.4. The sets K and P are countable. Indeed, the case for P is clear as we allow only rational vertices. In general, this follows from the fact that K is in bijection with the set of concave, rational functions and this latter set is countable.
We now define the Convex-Set Algebra C and the Polytope Algebra Π.
Definition 2.5. The Convex-Set Algebra C is a Q-algebra with a generator [K] for every convex set K ∈ K and [∅] = 0, subject to the following relations:
, where K 1 + K 2 denotes the Minkowski sum of convex sets. The Polytope Algebra Π is the Q-algebra whose generators are of the form [P] for P ∈ P subject to the same relations given above. Clearly, Π is a subalgebra of C.
Remark 2.6. Note that the Polytope Algebra defined in [FS97, Section 5] is slightly bigger than the one given above, since in loc. cit. the authors don't ask for the normal fans of the polytopes to be smooth. However, since the normal fan of a Minkowski sum of two polytopes is the smallest common refinement of the corresponding normal fans, the set P is indeed closed under the multiplication operation and the Polytope Algebra defined above is well defined.
Both the Convex-Set Algebra C and the Polytope Algebra Π satisfy the following two properties.
(1) The multiplicative unit is the class of a point 1 = [{0}]. This is clear both in the polytopal and in the non-polytopal case. (2) For any K ∈ K, we have
Indeed, in the polytopal case, this is [McM89, Lemma 13] . To see the nonpolytopal case, endow the space K with the Hausdorff topology ρ, i.e. the topology induced from the Hausdorff metric on M R . Then, by [Sch93, Theorem 2.4.15], given a convex set K ∈ K, there exists a sequence of polytopes (P i ) i∈I in P converging to K with respect to ρ. Moreover, note that all of the operations appearing in Definition 2.5 are continuous for ρ. For example, as a map from K × K to K, Minkowski addition is continuous (see [Sch93, Section 3, pg. 139]). Hence, endowing C with the quotient topology, we obtain that property (2.1) is satisfied also in the non-polytopal case by an approximation argument. It follows that the logarithm of the class [K] given by
is well defined.
We now recall some definitions and properties concerning the Polytope Algebra Π.
Definition 2.7. Let P ∈ P be a polytope. Then Π(P) is the subalgebra of Π generated by all classes [Q], such that Q is a Minkowski summand of P, i.e. such that P = λQ + R for some λ ∈ Q >0 and some polytope R ∈ P.
We make the following remarks concerning the subalgebra Π(P) (see [CLS10, Proposition 6.2.13]).
Remark 2.8. (1) A polytope Q is an element in Π(P) if and only if the normal fan Σ P of P is a refinement of the normal fan Σ Q of Q. Hence, alternatively, we can write
(2) Recall that to any toric Q-Weil divisor D = τ∈Σ P (1) a τ D τ on the complete toric variety X Σ P , one can attach the rational polytope
where v τ denotes the primitive vector spanning the ray τ. Then, if P is fulldimensional, we have that Q ∈ Π(P) if and only if there exists a nef toric divisor D on X Σ P such that Q is the polytope associated to D, i.e. such that Q = P D . Hence, there is a bijection between the generators in Π(P) and nef toric divisors on X Σ p .
Intersection theory of toric b-divisors on toric varieties
We recall the main definitions and integrability properties of toric b-divisors from [Bot18b] (see also [Bot18a] ). Let Σ ∈ W ′ be a smooth, non-degenerate complete fan in N R and let X Σ be its corresponding smooth and complete n-dimensional toric variety. Let W ′ (Σ) ⊆ W ′ consist of all smooth sudivisions of Σ with its induced directed set structure. The Toric Riemann-Zariski Space of X Σ is defined as the inverse limit
with maps given by the toric proper birational morphisms π :
where T-Div(X Σ ′ ) denotes the set of toric Weil Q-divisors of X Σ ′ , with maps given by the push-forward maps π * 's of toric Weil Q-divisors. We will denote b-divisors with a bold D D D to distinguish them from classical divisors D. We think of a toric
, being compatible under push-forward. We now define the positivity notion which allows us to do intersection theory of toric b-divisors.
It follows from basic toric geometry that there is a bijective correspondence between the set of nef toric b-divisors on X Σ and the set of Q-valued, conical, Qconcave functions on N Q (see [Bot18b, Remark 3.7] ).
The
of top intersection numbers of toric divisors, provided this limit exists and is finite.
provided this limit exists and is finite, is called the degree of the toric b-divisor D D D. A toric b-divisor whose degree exists, is said to be integrable.
Recall that the mixed volume of a collection of convex sets K 1 , . . . , K n is defined by
where the "+" refers to the Minkowski addition of convex sets.
The 
In particular, a nef toric b-divisor D D D is integrable, and its degree is given by
where φ denotes the corresponding concave function. Theorem 4.1. Let P ∈ P. There exists an isomorphism of graded Q-algebras
satisfying that
for every nef divisor D on X Σ P .
Note that for any P 2 P 1 in P we have natural inclusions Π(P 1 ) ֒→ Π(P 2 ), hence it is natural to consider the direct limit lim −→P∈P Π(P) with respect to these inclusions. This is clearly equal to Π. Moreover, using Theorem 4.1, the authors show in [FS97, Theorem 4.2] that there is an isomorphism
where the direct limit on the RHS is taken over all non-degenarte fans Σ ∈ W ′ with respect to the pullback map of cohomology classes
induced from the toric birational morphism π :
Hence, the Polytope Algebra Π can be viewed as a universal ring of intersection theory for toric cocycle classes on all toric compactifications of the torus T.
Our goal is to define a universal ring of intersection theory for sufficiently positive toric b-cocycle classes (Definition 4.2).
The geometric push-forward
Let Σ ′′ Σ ′ in W ′ and let π : X Σ ′′ → X Σ ′ be the induced toric proper birational morphism. Since, by definition, the toric varieties X Σ P i are smooth, using Poincaré duality, we obtain a push-forward map
between the Chow cohomology rings. We recall that this is just a group homomorphism.
We now make the following definition.
Definition 4.2. The Toric b-Chow cohomology group A * X tor of the Toric RiemannZariski Space X tor is defined as the projective limit
with maps given by the geometric push-forward maps π * : A * (X Σ ′′ ) → A * (X Σ ′ ) from (4.1), whenever Σ ′′ Σ ′ are two non-degenerate fans in W ′ . Elements in A * X tor are called b-cocycle classes.
The combinatorial push-forward
Let P 2 P 1 be two full-dimensional polytopes in P. In this subsection we define a push-forward map g : Π(P 2 ) → Π(P 1 ) making the following diagram commutative.
In order to define the map g, we must give a detour into the spaces of piecewise polynomial functions on N R . For this, we follow [Bri97, Section 2].
Let S be the algebra of R-valued polynomial functions on N R . Given a fan Σ ∈ W, and a cone σ ∈ Σ, denote by R σ the space of R-valued polynomial functions on L(σ), the linear span of σ.
For a face τ ≺ σ, we have a restriction map R σ → R τ given by f → f| τ . We set
The set R Σ has a structure of a graded algebra over S (where the grading is the natural one). It is called the algebra of continuous, piecewise polynomial functions on Σ.
Definition 4.3. For each smooth, n-dimensional cone σ, we denote by φ σ the product of the equations of the facets of σ. Then φ σ ∈ S is uniquely defined up to scalar multiplication.
Definition 4.4. Given Σ ′ Σ in W, the map
The following theorem follows from [Bri97, Theorem 2.3].
Moreover, it satisfies the following properties: 
Fix a fan Σ ∈ W.
Definition 4.7. Let S 1 R Σ ⊆ R Σ be the graded ideal generated by all (global) linear functions on N R . We denote by R Σ the quotient
Definition 4.8. The set R int Σ is defined as the set of all classes of functions f ∈ R Σ such that f(0) ∈ Z, i.e. we have
We have the following lemma. Theorem 4.10. Let P ∈ P. There is an isomorphism of graded algebras
It follows from Lemma 4.9 and Theorem 4.10 that given two polytopes P 2 P 1 in P, we have a well defined map
given by
The following is a key lemma.
Lemma 4.11. Let notations be as above and assume that P 1 and P 2 are full-dimensional. Then the following diagram commutes.
Proof. Let Q ∈ Π(P 2 ). It suffices to show that
Let D Q ∈ A * X Σ P 2 be the corresponding nef toric divisor (see Remark 2.8) and let
be the corresponding support function. Moreover, we set
Note that ψ is the class of a conical, piecewise linear function on Σ P 1 and thus correponds to a toric divisor D ψ . Then, commutativity of the diagram (4.3) is equivalent to showing that
In order to see this, note that π * (D Q ) is, by definition, the toric divisor in X Σ P 1 whose coefficient along a toric prime divisor D τ corresponding to a ray τ ∈ Σ P 1 (1) ⊆ Σ P 2 (1) equals the coefficient of D τ in D Q . Hence, we see that Equation (4.4) is equivalent to
for all rays τ ∈ Σ P 1 (1). And this in turn follows from the definition of the map π Σ P 2 ,Σ P 1 in Definition 4.4.
The embedding
Consider the projective limit lim
with maps given by the combinatorial push-forward map g : Π(P 2 ) → Π(P 1 ) from (4.2) whenever P 2 P 1 . We now make a connection with the Convex-Set algebra C.
Theorem 4.12. There is an injective group homomorphism
Proof. We construct a map u : C → lim ←−P∈P Π(P) using the universal property of the inverse limit. For this, we have to show that for all P ∈ P there exists a homomorphism π P : C → Π(P) such that if P 2 P 1 , then the following diagram commutes.
The map C → Π(P) Let P ∈ P and let [K] ∈ C be the class of a rational convex set K ∈ K. Then, by
where g 1 : Π(P ′ ) → Π(P) denotes again the combinatorial push-forward.
To see that this does not depend on the choice of P ′ , let P ′′ P be another polytope such that D K,Σ P ′′ is also nef in X Σ P ′′ . Consider a common refinement P ′′′ P ′ , P ′′′ P ′′ in P and the following commutative diagram.
Also, by our choice of P ′ and P ′′ and the fact that D D D K is a b-divisor, we have that the pushforward of D K,Σ P ′′′ along both X Σ P ′′′ → X Σ P ′ and X Σ P ′′′ → X Σ P ′′ is again nef.
Hence, on the combinatorial side, we get g 4 P D K,Σ P ′′′ = P D K,Σ P ′ and g 5 P D K,Σ P ′′′ = P D K,Σ P ′′ . Thus, we obtain
as we wanted to show. Moreover, one easily checks that π P is a valuation, i.e.
whenever K 1 ∪ K 2 ∈ K, and invariant under translations. We conclude that the map π P : C → Π(P) is well defined. It remains to show that the diagram in Figure 4 commutes. For this, let P 2 P 1 in P and let [K] ∈ C be the class of a rational convex set K ∈ K. Choose a polytope P 3 P 1 , P 2 P 2 in P such that D K,Σ P 3 is nef on X Σ P 3 . Consider the following diagram (we already know that the below triangle commutes).
We get
as we wanted to show. Hence, by the universal property of the inverse limit, there exists a (unique) group homomorphism
making the following diagram commute
where
To see that u is injective, let
be classes of convex sets in C and suppose that u(K 1 ) = u(K 2 ). Then, for all P ∈ P, we have that
This means that
define the same nef toric b-divisor, and hence by Remark 3.3, we conclude that
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
The following is the main result of this section. Proof. This follows directly from Theorems 4.1, 4.12 and Lemma 4.11.
Corollary 4.13. There is an injective group homomorphism
Remark 4.14. The injection from Corollary 4.13 induces a ring structure on the subgroup of the Toric b-Chow cohomology group generated by the classes of all nef toric b-divisors on all toric compactifications of the torus T, and hence, the ConvexSet Algebra C can be viewed as a universal ring for intersection theory of sufficiently positive b-cocycles on the Toric Riemann-Zariski Space.
As a corollary, we have the following structure result for the Convex-Set Algebra C.
Corollary 4.15. The Convex-Set Algebra C has the structure of an infinite dimensional commutative graded Q-algebra
is one-dimensional, generated by top intersection numbers of nef toric b-divisors.
Moreover, Poincaré duality holds, i.e. multiplication induces non-degenerate pairings
Definition 4.16. Let x ∈ C. The degree of x is the correspong real number given in part (2) of Corollary 4.15. We denote it by deg(x).
Hence the top intersection numbers agree with the top intersection numbers given in [Bot18b] .
Applications
We give some Hodge-type inequalities for sufficiently positive toric b-divisors and, as an application, we show that the Convex-Set Algebra satisfies some Hodge-Riemann relations and a Hard-Lefschetz theorem. Finally, using the so called volume power series, we give another description of the Convex-Set Algebra as a quotient of the ring of power series in infinitely many variables.
Some Hodge type inequalities
Let X Σ be a smooth, complete n-dimensional toric variety associated to a fan Σ ∈ W ′ . We give some Hodge type inequalities for toric b-divisors on X Σ . This section does not require the whole machinery of the Convex-Set Algebra, however, we think it is of great interest and moreover, it leads to the Hodge-Riemann relations and to the Hard-Lefschetz Theorem on C in the following subsection.
We start with the following Alexandrov-Fenchel type inequality. 
In particular, for n = 2, we get
Proof. Recall that a toric b-divisor is said to be integrable if its degree exists and is finite. The following is a Hodge index theorem for integrable toric b-divisors in the case n = 2. The next is a generalized inequality of Hodge type for nef toric b-divisors on X Σ (we are not longer assuming n = 2). 
In particular, if p = n, we get
Proof. We proceed the proof by induction on p.
For p = 1, the claim is clear. Now, suppose the claim is true for p − 1. We will show the result for p.
Let 
which follows from our induction hypothesis. The same argument works for H = H Σ ′ for any Σ ′ ∈ W ′ . Hence, taking limits in (5.3), we get that 
Taking the product over k yields
On the other hand, by applying (5.4) with
Therefore,
The second term on the right cancels against the left-hand side, and taking (p−2)'th roots we obtain
Plugging (5.6) into (5.5) we get
Finally, taking (p − 1)'th roots we obtain the result.
We have the following corollary. (1) For any integers 1 q p n
(2) For any 1 i n
Proof. 
for j = 0, . . . , n. Then
and thus, the sequence b j n j=0
is concave.
Hodge-Riemann relations and a Hard-Lefschetz theorem
From the Alexandrov-Fenchel type inequality of Theorem 5.1 we can deduce that the Convex-Set Algebra C satisfies some Hodge-Riemann bilinear relations. Indeed, let [K] ∈ C be the class of a convex set K ∈ K and set k := log ([K]). Then, multiplication by k n−2 defines a symmetric bilinear form
We have the following proposition.
Proposition 5.6. The bilinear form q is positive-definite when restricted to the kernel of the multiplication by k n−1 map, i.e. on ker k n−1 : C 1 → C n .
Proof. Suppose that x 1 = log ([K 1 ]) and x 2 = log ([K 2 ]) for some convex sets K 1 , K 2 ∈ K and consider the matrix
Then, the claim of the proposition follows if an only if the matrix A has exactly one positive eigenvalue, which happens if and only if (taking the determinant) the inequality
is satisfied. And the latter follows from the Alexandrov-Fenchel inequality of Theorem 5.1.
As a corollary, we obtain the following Hard-Lefschetz theorem. is a homogeneous power series of degree n in the variables t ν . It is called the volume power series of X Σ . As before, we identify the Convex-Set Algebra C with its image in the Toric bChow group A * X tor . Note that by Remark 2.4 and part (3) of Corollary 4.15, one can find a countable set of generators of C in C 1 . We have the following theorem. Hence, f ∈ ker(γ) ⇒ f ∈ I, which concludes the proof of the theorem.
